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SUMMARY 
An investigation of two semispan wings of identical plan form 
(swept back 500 38 1 ) was conducted in the Langley high-speed 7- by 
10-foot tunnel over a Mach number range of 0.68 to 1.15 by means of 
the transonic-bump technique to determine the effects of twist and 
camber on the aerodynamic characteristics of a swept back wing. This 
paper presents the results of the investigation of wing-alone and 
wing-fuselage configurations of the two wings; one was an untwisted 
and uncambered wing and the other incorporated twist and camber 
designed to give uni form load at a lift coeff i cient of 0 .25 at a Mach 
number of 1.10. The semispan wings had their quarter-chord lines 
swept back 500 38 1 , aspect ratios 2.98, taper ratios 0.45, and modi-
fied NACA 64A-series airfoil sections tapered in thickness. Lift , 
drag, pitching moment, and root bending moment were obtained for t hese 
configurat ions. 
The results show that, for lift coefficients above 0 .10, the 
lift-drag ratios were increa sed throughout the Mach number range inves-
tigated by twisting and cambering the wing. No significantly l a rge 
changes in lift-curve slope, minimum drag, or movement of t he 
aerodynamic-center l ocation were occ a sioned by twisting and cambering 
the wi ng . Camber and twist resulted in negative displ acements of the 
pitching-moment curve, particularly for the wing-fuselage combination. 
The pitching moment at zero lift generally showe d r ather small vari-
ations with Mach number. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the transonic and supersonic speed range one of the 
promising configurations from a compromise between aerodynamic and 
structural requirements is the swept wing of low aspect ratio with thin 
airfoil section. A wing of this type has the advantage of low drag at 
zero lift but this gain in performance is partly offset by high drag 
due to lift . Previous investigations at subsonic and supersonic speeds 
have shown that the lift-drag characteristics can be improved by 
twisting and cambering the wing (references 1 and 2). To secure infor-
mation through the transonic speed range, two wings were investigated; 
one was an untwisted, uncambered wing (hereafter referred to as a flat 
wing) similar to one tested at subsonic and supersonic speeds (refer-
ences 3 and 4) and the other had the same plan form but incorporated 
twist and camber designed to give uniform loading at a Mach number 
of 1.10 and a lift coefficient of 0.25. 
This investigation was conducted in the Langley high-speed 7-
by 10- foot tunnel over a Mach number r ange between 0.68 and 1.15 which 
was obtained by use of the transonic - bump method. Included in the 
paper are the results of the investigation of the wings~alone and wing-
fuselage combinations. Lift, drag, pitching moment, and root bending 
moment were obtained for these configurat ions . 
q 
S 
COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOLS 
lift coefficient (Twice semispan lift/qS) 
drag coefficient (Twice semispan drag/qS) 
pitching-moment coefficient referred to 0.25c 
(Twice semispan pitching moment/qSc) 
bending-moment coefficient about axis parallel to relative 
wind in plane of symmetry (Root bending moment/q ~ ~) 
effective dynamic pressure over span of model, pounds per 
square foot (~ pv2) 
twice wing area of semispan model, 0 .125 square foot 
I 
~ 
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c 
c 
b 
y 
p 
v 
M 
R 
€ 
d 
z 
LID 
local wing chord parallel to plane of symmetry) feet 
twice span of semispan model) 0.61 foot 
spanwise distance f r om plane of symmetry) feet 
air density) slugs per cubic foot 
stream velocity over model, feet per second 
local Mach number 
average chordwise Mach number 
Reynolds number ( pVc/~) 
absolute viscosity, pound- seconds per square foot 
angle of attack of fuselage reference line (c is parallel 
to fuselage reference line)) degrees 
angle of wing twist measured relative to fuselage refer-
ence line (fig . l(b))) degrees 
chordwise distance from wing leading edge parallel to 
plane of symmetry, feet 
camber) feet 
lift-drag ratio 
angle of attack at zero lift coefficient, degrees 
lateral center of additional loading, percent semispan 
(100 dCB) 
\ dCL 
L 
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pitching- moment coefficient at zero lift coefficient 
minimum drag coefficient 
lift coefficient at minimum drag coefficient 
(LID) 
max 
maximum lift - drag ratio 
lift coefficient at maximum lift-drag ratio 
MODELS AND APPARATUS 
The steel wings of the flat and the twisted and cambered semispan 
models had 500 38 ' sweepback of their quarter-chord lines} aspect 
ratios of 2 . 98} and taper ratios of 0 . 45. The airfoil sections of the 
flat wing perpendicular to the 29 . 3- percent - chord line} where the 
29 . 3- percent - chord line intersects the streamwise root and tip chords} 
were NACA 64(10)A010.9 at the root and NACA 64(08)A008 . 1 at the tip. 
Tbe same 64A- series airfoil thickness distribution was placed around 
the mean camber surface of the twisted and cambered wing. The maximum 
streamwise thicknesses were 7 . 4 ,percent at the root and 5 . 6 percent at 
the tip . Two- view drawings of the flat (untwisted) uncambered) wing-
fuselage and the twisted and cambered wing-fuselage models are pre-
sented as figures l(a) and l(b)} respectively. Photographs of the flat 
wing alone and flat wing- fuselage combination are presented as fig-
ures 2(a) and 2(b)} respectively. Ordinates of the fuselage used are 
given in table I . 
The twisted and cambered wing was designed to obtain a uniform 
10aJ distribution at a Mach number of 1.10 and a lift coefficient 
of 0 . 25 . The theoretical mean- surface coordinates of a wing having 
uniform load at the design conditions were calculated by the method of 
reference 5 . It was found from cross plots of the computed results 
that the camber (perpendicular distance above chord line) could be 
satisfactorily modified to give a linear variation in camber with 
distance along any constant percent chord. The theoretical camber and 
the linear camber actually used are presented in figure 3} along with 
the maximum camber and the angle of wing twist. The chordwise location 
of the maximum camber was 40 . 0 percent of the streamwise chord through-
out the span . To avoid the impracticably large wing twist at the root} 
the theoretical twist was modified by us ing a linear fairing . 
Force and moment measurements were made with a strain- gage balance 
enclosed in the tunnel bump. The lift} drag} pitching moment} and root 
,. 
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bending moment were recorded with recording potentiometers . The angle 
of attack was measure d by means of a slide- wire potentiometer and 
recorded with a galvanomet er. 
TESTS 
The tests were conducted in t he Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot 
tunnel by the transonic - bump technique (reference 6). The bump uti -
lized in this investigation was lar ger than that of reference 6; thus, 
because of the reduction in bump curvature, the local Mach number grad-
ients were considerably less than those associated with the bump of the 
aforementioned reference . I t was pointed out in reference 6 that the 
effect of bump curvature and local Mach number gradients on the bump 
results was to move the aerodynamic-center positions somewhat rearward 
of positions indicated by sting set ups , or by semispan setups employing 
a flat reflection plane . However, no consistent effects of bump curva-
ture and local Mach number gradients were noticed on the other aero-
dynamic parameters . 
The changes in sweep angle of the quarter- chord line of the model 
caused by the bump curvature were an increase of 1.00 ahead of the 
balance center line at the root quarter chord and a decrease of 2.30 
behind the balance center line at the tip quarter chord. Typical con-
tours of local Mach number in the v icinity of the model location, 
obtained from surveys with no model in position, are shown in fig-
ure 4. The dashed lines near the root of the wing (fig. 4) represent 
a local Mach number that is 5 percent below the maximum value and indi-
cate the extent of the bump boundary layer. It is seen that outside 
the boundary layer there is a local Mach number variation of about 0.01 
over the model semispan at the lowest Mach numbers and about 0.05 at the 
highest Mach numbers . The average chordwise Mach number variation is 
generally less than 0 . 015. The effective test Mach number was obtained 
from additional contour charts similar to those presented in figure 4 
[ b/2 
from the relationship M = J 0 cMa dy. The Mach number range gener-
ally extended from 0 . 68 to 1 . 15 through an angle- of- attack range from 
about _90 to 240 . 
A gap of about 1/16 inch was maintained between the wing root 
chord and the bump turntable and a sponge -vriper seal was fastened to 
the wing butt beneath the surface of the turntable to minimize leakage . 
The turntable was located flush with the bump surface and supported so 
as to retain the bump contour at all angles of attack . 
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J et - boundary corrections have not been evaluated be c ause t he 
bounda ry conditions to be satisfied are not r i gorously define d. How-
ever, inasmuch as the effective flow field wa s large compared with t he 
span and the chord of the model, the corrections are believed to be 
smal l . Corrections due to ae r oelastic effects were less t han 1. 0 per-
cent and were not applied to the data. 
The variation of mean test Reynolds number with Mac h number is 
shown in figure 5. The cross-hatc hed region of this plot i ndicates t he 
r ange of Reynolds number caused by variat i ons i n the atmospheric con-
ditions during the course of the inve st i gation . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A l ist of the figures presenting the results fo l lows : 
Basic aer odynamic data : 
Wi ng alone .. 
Wi ng- f use l age 
Lift - drag ratios : 
Wing a l one .. 
Wing- fu se l age 
Summary of ae r odynamic characteri st ics: 
Wi ng alone . . 
Wi ng- fuse l age 
Fi gur e 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Unle ss othe rwi se noted, t he discuss ion i s based on the summar y 
curves presented in figures 10 and 11 . The slopes presented in these 
f igur es have been ave r age d ove r a l i ft - coeffic i ent r ange of 0 to 0 . 4 . 
I t should be po i nted out that in t he f ollowi ng discu ssion t he changes 
i n t he ae r odynamic char acterist i cs of t he wing- f use l age combination 
at t r i but ed to wing t wist and cambe r may a l so inc lude i nterfe r ence 
effects caused by t he change in angle of wi ng incidence at the wing-
fuselage juncture . 
Li ft Char act erist ics 
The wing- alone lift - curve slope s (fig . 10 ) we re only slight ly 
affe ct e d by twisting and cambering the wing, although it may be 
ob serve d that the variation with Mach number was slightly great e r fo r 
the twi sted and cambered wing. Comparison of the l i ft-cur ve s lopes for 
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the two wing-fuselage combinations (fig. 11) shows that twisting and 
cambering the wing gave increases in lift-curve slopes of 0.002 
to 0 . 004. 
The angle of attack for zero lift of the wings alone, aCL=O 
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(fig . 10) was decreased about 20 throughout the Mach number range by 
twisting and cambering the wing. In the wing-fuselage comparisons, 
acL=O (fig. 11) was considerably less affected by twisting and cambering 
the wing (maximum reduction of about 10 ). This apparent reduction in 
the change in aCL=O may be att r i buted to the loss in lift caused by 
the fuselage covering part of t he wing where large positive changes in 
twist are present. It may be noted that the angles of attack for zero 
lift of the twisted and cambered wing were reasonably constant with Mach 
number for both wing-alone and wing- fuselage configurations, even though 
they were not as constant as for the flat wing. 
Throughout the Mach number range the lateral centers of additional 
loading (Yc. a . 2.) of the t wisted and cambered wing for both wing- alone 
and wing- fuselage configurations (figs. 10 and 11) were 1.5 to 2 . 0 per-
cent of the semispan farther outboard than the lateral centers of addi-
tional loading of the flat wing. 
Drag Characteristics 
Twisting and cambering the wing caused only slight changes in the 
shapes of the drag curves but did shift the curves in such a manner as 
to cause a given drag value to occur at a higher lift coefficient. The 
summary curves (figs. 10 and 11) indicate that, at the higher Mach num-
bers, twisting and cambering the wing gave slightly lower minimum drag 
coefficients than the flat wing for both wing- alone and wing- fuselage 
configurations. However, it is possible that asymmetry of flow over the 
bump may have been responsible for the apparent reduction in Cn~. of 
~ln 
the twisted and cambered wing, inasmuch as calculations of induced drag 
indicated that CDmin of the twisted and cambered wing should be 
about 0 . 001 higher than that of the flat wing. The fact that the minimum 
drag coefficients of the twisted and cambered wing occurred at positive 
lift coefficients for both wing-alone and wing- fuselage configurations 
is of particular significance for high-speed flight at low lift coef-
ficients . It should be noted that the minimum drag coefficients of the 
wing- fuselage combination may be high because of the skin friction and 
interference drag caused by the additional fuselage surface and the gap 
between the fuselage and the bump surface . It is particularly notice-
able in the basic drag data (figs . 6 and 7) that twisting and cambering 
the wing was quite effective in reducing the drag due to lift for both 
wing- alone and wing-fuselage configurations. 
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Lift - Drag Ratios 
Over most of the lift - coefficient range, the lift-drag ratios 
(figs . 8 and 9) were greatly increased by twisting and cambering the 
wing. Slight reductions in L/D, due to twist and camber, sometimes 
occurred at lift coefficients below 0.10. The twisted and cambered 
wing- alone and wing- fuselage configurations have considerably higher 
values of (L/D)max (figs. 10 and 11) than the flat wing configurations 
(30 to 65 percent for wing- alone and 15 to 25 percent for wing-
fuselage) . Increases in Mach number caused reductions in the values 
of (L/D)max' particularly on the twisted and cambered wing. The large 
reductions in (L/D)max observed between Mach numbers of 0 . 92 and 0.97 
may be attributed primarily to the rise in Cn . in this Mach number 
~ln range . 
The lift coefficient at which (L/D)max occurred usually was 
slightly higher for the twisted and cambered wing configurations than 
for the flat wing configurations. Large Mach number effects on CL 
for (L/D)max were indicated for all the configurations investigated at 
Mach numbers between 0.90 and 1 . 00, except in the case of the twisted 
and cambered wing-alone configuration, which appeared to be relatively 
unaffected by Mach number . 
Pitching-Moment Characteristics 
Comparison of the curves of dCm/dCL (figs. 10 and 11) shows that, 
in the subsonic Mach number range, twisting and cambering the wing 
usually resulted in more forward locations of the aerodynamic center 
for both wing- alone and wing- fuselage configurations. The usual rear-
ward movements of the aerodynamic center that occur in the mixed-flow 
region at Mach numbers between 0.90 and 1.00 were slightly greater 
for the twisted and cambered configurations than for the flat wing 
configurations . It should be noted that the fairings of dCm/oeL at 
Mach numbers between 0 . 89 and 0.99 for the wing-fuselage combinations 
(shown by dashed lines) are somewhat in question because of the lack 
of test points in what appears to be a very critical region. In 
general, the ae rodynamic - center locations of the twisted and cambered 
wing configurations were more affected by Mach number than those of the 
flat wing configurations. The basic pitching- moment data (figs. 6 
and 7) indicate that the use of a twisted anQ cambered wing delayed the 
unstable break in pitching moment to higher lift coefficients in the 
lower Mach number range. However, above a Mach number of 0 .94 the 
unstable break in the pitching- moment curves occurred at lower lift 
coefficients for the twisted and cambered wing than for the flat wing. 
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It may be observed that these effects were less noticeable for the 
wing-fuselage combination. 
A slight negative value of pitching-moment coefficient at zero 
lift Cmo (fig. 10) was evidenced by the twisted and cambered 
wing alone. With the fuselage installed, an increment in Cmo 
9 
of -0.04 (fig. 11) was observed for the twisted and cambered wing-
fuselage configuration at Mach numbers below 0.90 although above a Mach 
number of 0.90 this increment was noticeably reduced. However, the 
Cmo variations throughout the Mach number range seemed to be gradual 
and, therefore, trim changes affected by Cmo would be rather small 
for either the flat or twisted and cambered wing configurations. At 
subcritical speeds it can be shown theoretically that the negative 
increment in Cmo caused by camber is partially offset by the basic 
twist distributions. It would be expected that with the fuselage 
installed on the wing the counteracting effect of wing twist would be 
appreciably reduced because of the large twist gradient enclosed in the 
fuselage (see fig. 3). 
CONCLUSIONS 
An investigation of the effect of twist and camber on the aero-
dynamic characteristics of a sweptback wing indicated the following 
conclusions: 
1. At lift coefficients above 0.10, the twisted and cambered 
wing gave larger values of lift-drag ratios throughout the Mach 
number range than the untwisted, uncambered wing. 
2 . No significantly large changes in lift-curve slope, minimum 
drag, or movement of the aerodynamic-center location were occasioned 
b~ twi~ting and cambering the wing. Camber and twist resulted in nega-
tlve dl splacements of the pitching-moment curves, particularly for the 
wing-fuselage combination. The pitching moment at zero lift generally 
showed rather small variations with Mach number. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va. 
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Table I 
Fuselage and Canopy Ordinates 
__ ~--------------~----~=~ ~--s~!~ 
~~ 
.09r B A 
-
--~~e line BI-----+-:;;i4.------+--
Upper surface 
r ordinate 
Section B-B Section A-A 
Fuselage Ordinates 
Upper Lower Z 
Station Surface Surface Radius 
lin.) (in.) lin.) (in! r radius, inches 
0 0 0 0 
.47 . .47 -.31 29 
.90 .72 -.44 42 
1.97 I.OB -.53 .54 
3.05 1.26 -.53 62 
4.12 1.34 -.53 .61 
5.20 1.35 -.53 .56 
.5.95 1.35 -.53 .56 Canopy Ordinaf8s 
6.27 1.34 -.43 .48 
7.35 1.30 -.08 .37 
7.56 1.30 .05 .37 
7.78 1.30 .40 .37 
Upper Zj Station Surface 
(in.) (inJ (in) 
7.99 1.30 .60 .37 (.34 .89 0 
8.42 1.26 .72 .27 2 .13 1.34 .19 
9.50 1.21 .89 .15 2 .51 1.42 .17 
9.71 1.19 .93 .13 3 .05 1.42 .11 
9.98 1.10 1.10 0 3 .83 1.33 0 
12 
See toble I for 
fuseloge ordinotes. 
Bolonce if. 
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Tobuloted Wing Doto 
Areo ( Twice semispon) 0.125 sq ft 
Meon oerodynomic chord 0..215 ft 
Aspect rotio 2.98 
Toper rotio 0.45 
IncIdence 
Dihedrol 
Airfoil section J perpendiculor to 
0.293 chord line 
0.0. 0 
0..0. 0 
[
NACA 64(10.) A 0.10.9 
otthe root 
NACA 64(D8)ADD8.1 
otthetip 
Bump contour 
V Bolonce center line normal to bump surfoce 
reference line 0. 2 I ,j I 
Scole. inches 
1---------.9.98'-------~ 
(a) Flat wing-fuselage combination. 
Figure 1. - Wing- fuselage combinations with 500 38' 8weptback wings, aspect 
ratios 2.98, taper ratios 0.45, and modified NACA 64A-series airfoil 
sections . 
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Tablllated Wing Data 
Area (Twice semispan) 0125 sq ff 
Mean aerodynamic chord 0215 ff 
Aspect ratio 2 .98 
Taper ratio 045 
Incidence OOO(MA.C.) 
Dihedral 00° 
Airfoil thickness ] Q NACA 64(10) AOI09 
distrlblltion at the root 
perpendiclllar NACA 64 A 008 I 
to 0293 chord line (08) ' 
at the tip 
(line of twist) 
Blimp contollr 
r
Balaxe center line 
normal to blimp sllrface 
I 
3.703 
reference line 
1----------.9.98'---------'" 
~ 
Root section 
Tip section 
012 
I .. I 
Scale, inches 
(b) Twisted and cambered wing-fuselage combination. 
Figure 1.- Concluded . 
(a) Wing alone. 
Figure 2.- Flat wing model with 500 38' sweptback wing, aspect ratio 2.98, 
taper ratio 0.45, and modified NACA 64A-series airfoil sections mounted 
on the transonic bump. 
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------0 Theoretical 
--- Modified 
~~~~~~~~~~% 
o P=+=~~=*=~~~··.9 
o f--1----i--f-+-+-+-+-+-+--i .6 
Of--I----i--f-+-+-+-+-+-+--i .3 
o .2 4 .6 .8 
Span station,!1/2 
root tip 
~ 
~ 
"-I~ 
'--
" 1:) 
Ittl f tHftttt 
ti ~ 0 .2 4 .6 .8 /.0 
~ ~ Span station,!i/2 
~ root tip 
~ . 
root 
I/Fuselage line 
r\r 
I~ 
'" r-t:::: r--
.2 9- .6 .8 
Span station ,!1/2 
t--
/.0 
tip 
Figure 3.- Spanwise var iations of t wist and camber of the twisted a nd 
cambe r ed wing. 
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Figure 4.- Typical Mach number contour over t r ansonic bump in regi on of 
mode l l ocation. 
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Figure 5. - Variation of test Reynolds number with Mach number for a model 
with 500 38' sweptback wing, aspect ratio 2 . 98, taper ratio 0.45, and 
modified NACA 64A-series airfoi l sections. 
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Figure 6.- Flat wing-alone and twisted and cambered wing-alone aerodynamic 
characteristics for the model with 500 38' sweptback wings, aspect ratio 
2.98, taper ratio 0.45, and modified NACA 64A-series airfoil sections. 
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wing-fuselage combination lift-drag ratios for the model with 
500 38' sweptback wing, aspect ratio 2.98, taper ratio 0.45, 
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